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Viridian green laser for ruger sr9

Available online in very limited quantities This item is no longer available out of stock, Taking backorders This item is no longer available out of stock, taking backorders This item is no longer available online in very limited quantities Product #: 243639 Manufacturer #: SR UPC #: 804879147701 Email to Friend This incredibly bright green laser from Viridian is fully functional for
daily use and very scary for nighttime use. The compact, durable and lightweight Viridian 5mW Green Laser Sight includes SMARTLASER technology and is one of the hottest sales items in today's weapons accessories market. Technical information High strength Zytel Polymer construction corresponds ruger SR9 User adjustable winding and elevation Slides to tactical tape and
self-locks in place Removes using rapid separation system Ambidextrous activation 4 operating modes requires one CR2 3V lithium battery (on) Includes battery, 2 Wrenches adjustment, Tactical Latch Bar, Operator's manual and Demo DVD air intensity/wavelength: 5mW top, 532nm, Class IIIa, Continuous wave beam divergence/size/range of places: 1.2 mrad, diameter about
0.5 to 50 feet, 2 miles range Runtime: 4 hours Constant/7 hours Pulsating dimensions: 2.66 x 1.82 x 1,235 Made in U.S. NOTE: Prices, specifications and availability are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to correct typographical, photographic and/or descriptive errors. Activation of ECR INSTANT-ON 16 items On / Off Only 5 items Adjustable Mounts 3 item
Windage / Elevation 21 item Compatibility BLACKHAWK! Sample holes for accessories 2 items Futrola Surrender Manufacturer Viridian Weapon Technologies 14 items Assembly rail 5 subject Trigger Guard 16 item Series C Series 5 item Reactor 7 item E item Warranty length If you are looking for Viridian SR9 Green laser vision built for Ruger Not Compact with holsters - . See
here you will find reasonable prices and many special offers. Another option for your favorite online shopping today. It has a very visible green laser for visibility up to 100 meters in wide daylight and up to 2 miles at night. Fully ambidextrous with SMARTLASER technology that offers 4 different modes. Up to 7 hours of operation on 1 CR2 3 Volt battery (on). It includes a custom
Kydex holster to accommodate your Viridian.It weighs only 2.7 ounces, including a battery, constructed from high-strength Zytel polymers. Whare buy Viridian SR9 green laser vision built for Ruger is not compact with holsters - See check the price of Viridian SR9 green laser vision built for Ruger not compact with holsters . Overview Of The Need to Buy a Price. Once you buy, you
may ask for the outline of the goods. Looking at the opinions coming from the client in the purchased. An individual with significant knowledge of certain defects and advantages on Viridian Green Laser Sights SR. you can try to search for simillar items and will often help you in picking a purchase. Maybe you'll try to find conversations. Information about the shipment and facts will
be different in terms of different goods. You may try to search for piece attributes. In maintaining how safe the customer bought or even some other items in the web were also planned to criticize, affordable offers, final 2nd offers, cheap price at retailers, shipping, provides, ideal offers, offers, the largest shopping services and products such as specific offers on Hansgrohe SP, the
best very hot special offers, special savings, revenues on the web, brand new, daily holiday offers and many others intended for the old customer, as well as fresh customer Ultimate upgrade for your top gun. Your favorite firearm has everything: a satisfying feel, complete reliability and solid quality. Now go for the final upgrade: A Viridian Gun-Specific laser designed to make your
preferred gun even better. Fit, finish and quality perfectly match your best gun. Reliability, functionality and ease of use are outstanding. This viridian green laser vision provides brilliant visibility day or night, indoors or outdoors, for superior effective deterrence and critical accuracy. Your gun gun will look better, feel better and shoot better. Proudly designed and built in the United
States. Image not available forColor: Viridian Viridian Green Laser For Ruger SR9 on sale in an online store. We are an authorized U.S. distributor for Viridian Laser Sights. We have a wide variety of laser sights, including virginian weapon technology and many other fine manufacturers. Viridian Green Laser for Ruger SR9 is an extremely bright 532nm green laser, suitable for
daily use and frighteningly powerful at night. Just as Ruger reinvented the frame of a polymer gun with one of the rarest 9-millimeter profiles available, Viridian rediscovered the idea of a gun laser, focusing on shape, fit and function. Viridian Ruger SR laser vision compliments your Ruger SR9 pistol nicely with the most visible daily laser available. Ruger laser vision has a RUGER
logo and includes the same powerful 5mW green laser with SMARTLASER technology in an even smaller package! This product is designed specifically for ruger SR9 and includes a rapid separation system. The gun laser slides onto the tactical fence and self-locks into place. Experience the power of Green with Ruger laser scope. Beam intensity: 532nm Point size: 1/2 @ 10
Yards Power: 5mW Range: 2 miles Weight: 2.4 oz Battery: CR2 Litij Color: Black Gun Model: Ruger SR9 Features Viridian Ruger SR 9 Green Laser Sights: Green Laser Dot Sight Powerful Trace View At Night Point is Visible at Full Daylight Ambidextrous Design Can Be Used as Right Hand or Left Hand Vision 4 Operating Modes Stable or Pulsating Laser Vision Options Simple
Attachment and Removal Package Content: Viridian Green Laser for Ruger SR9 SR9
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